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to -- 35 km on Mimas and show the approximate inverse dependence on gravity noted 
previously (9, 10). Most importantly, however, the absolute depths of complex craters on 
the icy satellites correlate with the transition diameters in a manner completely analo- 
gous with the terrestrial planets, verifying a consistent d/D/M relationship for all crater 
populations on all well-imaged surfaces. 

Model Calculations. To evaluate evidence for viscous relaxation in the depthldiameter 
data, a Monte-Carlo simulation was developed in which craters of random size were formed 
at random within a specified time interval. Variables in the simulation include fresh crater 
geometry parameterizations, surface gravity, time- dependent temperature profiles and 
parameters governing the stress and temperature dependence of the ice. The relaxation of 
each crater was followed to the present using e-folding relaxation times normalized to the 
model calculations of (8). Plots of the computed present crater depths were then compared 
to the observed data for each satellite. The calculated plots showed characteristic shapes: 
largely unrelaxed simple and complex craters up to a Hbendn beyond which crater depths 
dropped off systematically to a minimum near 100 m. The nbendn is fairly sharply defined 
in spite of the random formation times because of the extremely high inverse dependence of 
e-folding time on crater diameter due to the highly stress-dependent nature of creep in ice. 
The characteristic "bendn is seen only in the data for Ganymede, Callisto and Enceladus, 
implying that significant relaxation has occurred only on these satellites and then only 
above crater diameters of about 60, 65, and 15 km, respectively. The presence of a few 
anomolously shallow craters may be indicative of unusual conditions of local heat flow in 
time or space, or may be the result of some form of volcanic modification. An enormous 
observational/theoretical discrepancy remains, however, for the vast majority of craters as 
determined by comparison between the observed WbendH for craters on Ganymede near 
60 km and the I1bendfs of - 20 km based on the best theoretical data. A match between 
observation and theory may be obtained by arbitrarily increasing crater e-folding times 
by a factor of about 300-500. Based on the current model, this factor may be obtained 
by: a) shortening the interval (set at 4 b.y.) of crater formation, b) lowering the thermal 
gradient, or c) assuming much larger llfieldH viscosities than are indicated by laboratory 
measurements, or some combination of the three. Choice of any of these alternatives does 
violence to one aspect or another of the current picture of icy satellite evolution. Based on 
all the related arguments, the most likely resolution seems to be an effective I1stiffeningl1 
of ice by silicate or other impurities, but a quantitative reconciliation remains difficult. 
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